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Abstract: The reduction of sonic boom levels is the main challenge but also the key factor to start
a new era of supersonic commercial flights. Since 1970, a FAA regulation has banned supersonic
flights overland for unacceptable sonic booms at the ground, and many research studies have been
carried out from that date to understand sonic boom generation, propagation and effects, both on
the environment and communities. Minimization techniques have also been developed with the
attempt to reduce sonic boom annoyance to acceptable levels. In the last 20 years, the advances in
both knowledge and technologies, and companies and institutions’ significant investments have
again raised the interest in the development of new methods and tools for the design of low boom
supersonic aircraft. The exploration of unconventional configurations and exotic solutions and
systems seems to be needed to effectively reduce sonic boom and allow supersonic flight everywhere.
This review provides a description of all aspects of the sonic boom phenomenon related to the design
of the next generation of supersonic aircraft. In particular, a critical review of the prediction and
minimization methods found in the literature, aimed at identifying their strengths, limitations and
gaps, is made, along with a complete overview of disruptive unconventional aircraft configurations
and exotic active/passive solutions to boom level reduction. The aim of the work is to give a clear
statement of state-of-the-art sonic boom prediction methods and possible reduction solutions to be
explored for the design of next low-boom supersonic aircraft.

Keywords: supersonic aircraft design; sonic boom modeling and prediction; aerodynamics; acoustics

1. Introduction

Since the Wrights brothers’ first flight took place in 1903, flying faster has been a
human dream, and as research and technology developed, especially with the introduction
of jet engines, this dream started to come true. In October 1947, General Charles ‘Chuck’
Yeager piloted the Bell X-1 [1] to a speed of Mach 1.07, breaking the barrier of sound for
the first time and ushering in the era of manned supersonic flight. During the years after
this important event, a multitude of supersonic aircraft were manufactured exclusively for
military purposes. However, in 1968, the world’s first commercial supersonic transport
aircraft, the Soviet Tupolev Tu-144, took its first flight, just two months before the inaugural
flight of the British–French Concorde. Tupolev Tu-144 was in passenger service in 1977
and 1978 but only on one route, completing just 55 flights. It was a commercial failure
with numerous technical faults leading to reliability and safety concerns, culminating in a
test flight crash in May 1978. It continued to fly until 1999 as a test vehicle. Concorde was
operated from 1976 to 2003, and since that date, no other supersonic transport aircraft has
flown. The main reasons for Concorde’s limited commercial success were the high fuel
consumption linked to the high thrust needed, high operational costs and the impact of the
sonic boom produced on the environment and communities. In 1978, an FAA regulation
restricted the operation of civil aircraft at speeds greater than Mach 1 overland. This
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severely limited the routes viable for Concorde and discouraged the interest in developing
new supersonic civil aircraft for a long period of time. This fact if, on one hand, blocked
the market for supersonic aircraft, on the other hand raised great interest in the sonic
boom phenomenon, and considerable investigation and research, aiming at understanding
the phenomenon and predicting it, were undertaken over the following decades. NASA
describes the sonic boom as “thunder-like noise a person on the ground hears when an
aircraft [. . . ] flies overhead faster than the speed of sound” [2]. Sonic boom results from the
coalescence of the shock waves generated by an aircraft flying supersonicly trough their
propagation into the atmosphere to the ground. Here, a strong and impulsive pressure
change is generated that may damage structures and annoy, in a not acceptable way, people.
According to Coulouvrat [3], it seems that the sonic booms generating at cruise altitudes
are not harmful in terms of intensity, but high adverse reactions might be expected from
people likely to be frequently exposed to even low-level booms. It can have a negative
impact also on marine and wildlife [4]. The typical sonic boom signature at the ground
is the so-called “N-wave” (Figure 1), which is characterized by sharp pressure jumps at
the front and back of the waveform, with a slow pressure drop in between. Sonic boom
intensity and its extension on the ground depend mainly on aircraft weight, size, altitude
and Mach number. The area affected by a sonic boom is called the ’boom carpet’ and can
extend up to 70 miles behind the aircraft [5].

Figure 1. Typical N-wave sonic boom signature at ground (source: [6]).

Several factors, such as variation in signature shape, pressure levels, rise time and
frequency content, seem to have a large influence on the resultant sonic booms disturbance
level [7]. These are, in turn, affected by environmental conditions, making sonic boom a real
complex phenomenon to be analyzed and modeled. In the last 20 years, the encouraging
results of the previous studies and research, along with the developments in the aviation
industry and the introduction of increasingly advanced technologies, have led many
companies to strongly invest in the design and development of the new generation of
supersonic aircraft. At the same time, the ICAO (International Civil Aviation Organization)
Committee on Aviation Environmental Protection is working to develop new certification
standards for supersonic aircraft and environmental regulations in terms of sonic boom,
noise and emissions [8]. The FAA is gathering data and information from sonic boom flight
test campaigns to determine whether to amend the current ban on supersonic flight by civil
aircraft overland in the United States [9]. Sonic boom reduction and mitigation constitutes
supersonic flight’s biggest challenge. However, the reintroduction of supersonic aircraft
needs also to address high efficiency and low climate impact, and must be economically
and commercially viable. Although some conventional aircraft designs have proven that
they can be carefully shaped and optimized in order to obtain lower levels of both sonic
boom and wave drag, it seems to be insufficient to attain sufficient noise reduction. In
addition, other stringent requirements on LTO noise, high-altitude NOx emissions and fuel
consumption would be difficult to meet. A technological breakthrough is needed for the
design of a new generation of supersonic transport aircraft. In order to achieve this, it seems
necessary to explore a multitude of different and unconventional aircraft configurations,
together with careful airframe–engine integrated design. Provisions should be made, as
necessary, for appropriate noise reduction systems and measures, and the evaluation of
their impact at the aircraft level is of vital importance. A multi-disciplinary optimization
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(MDO) approach is needed, and sonic boom prediction and minimization must be in the
loop within the very first steps of the process. In this regard, a review of existing sonic
boom prediction methods and mitigation techniques and systems is due.

The paper is organized as follows: Sections 2 deals with a critical review of sonic
boom prediction methods and minimization techniques. Section 3 provides an overview
of unconventional disruptive aircraft configurations and exotic solutions to reduce and
mitigate sonic boom, worth being explored further in the future. Each section includes a
critical review paragraph in the end. Conclusions are drawn in Section 4.

2. Sonic Boom Prediction and Minimization

NASA describes sonic boom as a “thunder-like noise a person on the ground hears
when an aircraft [. . . ] flies overhead faster than the speed of sound” [2]. Sonic boom
results from the coalescence at the ground of strong, impulsive shock waves generated
by aircraft flying at supersonic speed. The noise generated on the ground may damage
structures and disturb people. Additionally, it can have a negative impact on marine
and wildlife [4]. Sonic boom intensity and extension on the ground depends mainly on
aircraft weight, size, altitude and Mach number. The area affected by a sonic boom is
called the ’boom carpet’ and can extend up to 70 miles behind the aircraft [5]. Sonic boom
mitigation remains supersonic flight’s biggest challenge, and a large number of studies
and research projects have been carried out since the 1950s in order to understand the
phenomenon and accurately model it. Sonic boom prediction is, in fact, a requirement for
both advanced supersonic transport design, and environmental assessment tools of various
military and aerospace activities. The problem of sonic boom modeling and prediction
can be divided into two main parts: prediction of the near-field pressure signature and
its propagation to the ground. The physical domain can be divided into three parts, as
shown in Figure 2, according to the pressure signature evolution occurring during its
propagation through the atmosphere. Generally, the near-field is considered to be a region
small enough that atmospheric gradients do not play a significant role. This is usually a
few body lengths. Mid-field is where significant nonlinear distortion of the signature has
occurred, but geometric features of the aircraft are still apparent. The far field is where
the signature approaches an asymptotic shape [10]. The far-field condition is not always
reached at ground: for large aircraft, cruising at high altitudes, in fact, ground signatures
can still be mid-field.

Figure 2. Sonic boom generation, propagation and evolution. Source: [11]).

2.1. Prediction Methods
2.1.1. Fundamental Theory

The fundamental theory for sonic boom modeling and prediction was established in
the 1950s with Whitham’s works [12,13]. He developed a modified linear theory for the
prediction of the sonic boom generated by an axisymmetric non-lifting slender body in a
straight supersonic flight at a constant Mach number. The method is based on linearized
supersonic flow theory [14] and the supersonic area rule [15,16] for near-field pressure
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signature calculation, and the geometrical acoustics method [17] for acoustic propagation.
It also accounts for shocks and other nonlinear characteristics existing in real flow and
which accumulate as far as one moves away from the body [18] by means of nonlinear
steepening and application of the so-called Whitham rule. The effect of wind, density and
temperature gradients as well as aircraft maneuvers are included.

Whitham’s theory can be summarized in three steps:

1. The acoustic source signature of the vehicle is obtained in terms of a normalized
form known as the Whitham F-function. It represents the axisymmetric (or locally
axisymmetric) linear acoustic solution in a uniform medium.

2. The F-function is extrapolated to large distances by using geometrical acoustics ray
tracing, requiring as inputs the vehicle trajectory and the structure of the atmosphere,
and according to which the amplitude changes but the shape is fixed.

3. In the end, Whitham’s rule is applied to the complete linear acoustic signature. This
accounts for nonlinear steepening or “aging” of the signature. Shocks fitting is carried
out such that the total area is conserved (’area balancing’ rule).

In 1955, Lomax [19] generalized the modified linear theory for arbitrary lifting con-
figurations, showing that the axisymmetric body area rule can be generalized to asym-
metric bodies, including the effects of lift, and Walkden, in 1958, applied these findings to
sonic boom prediction [20]. The cross-sectional area distribution A(x) in the F-function
(Equation (2)) was substituted by an equivalent area Ae(x, θ) distribution (which is a func-
tion of the azimuthal angle, or angle in the roll direction) comprising both volume and lift
contribution (Equation (1)):

Ae(x, θ) = Av(x, θ) +
β

2q∞

∫ x

0
L(x, θ) dx (1)

F(x) =
1

2π

∫ x

0

Ae(x̄, θ)√
x̄− x

dx (2)

In the years following, several studies [21–23] validated the fundamental theory, and
by the early 1960s, it was well established. It included arbitrary aircraft maneuvers, ray
tracing through a horizontally stratified atmosphere with winds, and evolution of the
far-field boom for an arbitrary F-function. The first and successful implementation of sonic
boom fundamental theory was the Hayes, Haefeli, and Kulsrud code in 1969, known as the
Hayes program or ARAP (Aeronautical Research Association of Princeton) program [24].
The program requires as input an F-function source and implements a ray-tracing for-
mulation analytically derived from Fermat’s principle. Whitham’s rule is applied via the
concept of signature aging, and shock coalescence is handled by numeric area balancing.
ARAP made a major breakthrough in sonic boom research since it was the first code to
apply the well-developed theory of geometrical optics to an acoustic problem. In 1972,
Thomas [25] published a code that used a quite different algorithm for signature propaga-
tion. Thomas’ program computes ray paths by direct numeric integration of the eikonal
(by applying Huygen’s principle) and applies Whitham’s rule via the analytic waveform
parameter method. A set of parameters is defined for a waveform complete description,
and equations are obtained for the time rates of change of these parameters. Rather than
beginning with an F-function, Thomas’ program input is ∆p longitudinal distribution at
some radius. Whitham’s and Thomas’ methods are mathematically equivalent and give the
same results since both represent the full implementation of fundamental theory, but the
waveform parameter method appears to provide a more suitable approach for automatic
computation [25,26]. In addition, Thomas’ program provides the user with the possibility
to directly input the pressure signature around the body from wind tunnel tests or CFD,
instead of calculating it from the F-function. In fact, even if these two quantities are directly
related, the actual ∆p in the near-field does not necessarily correspond to the effective ∆p
from the F-function. This becomes significant especially when complex, low-boom-shaped
configurations are analyzed. Both Hayes’ and Thomas’ programs are essentially single-
point programs: one run of either yields the boom at a single azimuth and flight time.
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This can cause stacked runs to be applied if a full mission analysis is required. These two
programs are still actively used today, and represent a reference for what are termed full ray
trace programs. Virtually every full ray trace sonic boom program is evolved in one way
or another from one of them. One example is the first version of NASA PCBoom [27,28],
which is an extension of Thomas code. Simplified implementations of fundamental theory
are given instead in [29,30]: these are valid for analyses in a windless atmosphere. The first
work by George and Plotkin [29] presented charts that allow the manual computation of
signature evolution under the flight track. Carlson [30], on the other hand, developed a
very useful handbook procedure for a “first-cut” estimation of far-field booms generated
by steady flight in a standard atmosphere, where the ground signature is expected to be an
N-wave. He provided equations similar to Whitham’s far-field formulas but with several
factors associated with propagation. These factors include the effect on amplitude and
duration due to refracted ray paths and acoustic impedance gradients, and amplification
due to reflection at the ground. Propagation off-track is included. The integral of the
F-function is represented by a normalized shape factor scaled according to aircraft size [10].
Shape factors for several airplanes are given in a chart, and a simple procedure allows the
calculation of it for types of aircraft not included in the chart. Refraction and impedance
factors for flight in a standard atmosphere are contained in charts as well. With Carlson’s
method, an estimate of both overpressure and N-wave duration can be obtained. Carlson’s
method is valuable not only because it allows quick calculations of steady flight N-wave
booms but also because it explicitly shows the scaling effect of parameters such as Mach
number and aircraft length. Additionally, the shape factors can be used to generate effective
F-functions to be used in full ray trace programs. This method is validated against nu-
merical simulations (full CFD approach) in [31]. The agreement between the two methods
occurs in the limits of validity of the N-wave model. Nevertheless, the Carlson method can
be easily applied during the preliminary design of a supersonic aircraft with the purpose of
selecting the baseline geometry on which to perform the optimization process through the
CFD computations. A new empirical formulation to obtain useful predictions of the magni-
tude and footprint of the sonic boom that would be created by either known supersonic
aircraft or new designs flying at a constant Mach number and altitude was developed in
2006 by Clare [32]. This research is based on the linear regression of independent parameter
groups operating on the Lee and Downing 1991 database [33] of sonic booms created by
military aircraft at Edwards Air Force Base, California, USA. The formulation employs an
empirical F function that characterizes the near-field effects of shape, lift, and Mach number
on the sonic boom. The prediction accuracy, as assessed by the scatter within the original
database, is retained acceptably, and able to produce better correlations with respect to
alternative analytical prediction models. However, the formulation can only make pre-
dictions of sonic booms generated by flying at a constant altitude and Mach number, and
cannot make predictions for maneuvering aircraft. Summarizing, fundamental theory can
provide accurate predictions of the sonic boom ground signature produced by supersonic
aircraft, but some limitations arise from the assumptions on which it is founded.

Being the fundamental theory founded on linearized supersonic flow theory, it is valid
just for slender bodies at moderate supersonic Mach numbers in inviscid and irrotational
flow. Above Mach 3, in fact, slender-body theory does not provide reliable results [5]. Stan-
dard theory represents shock waves in the traditional gasdynamic form of zero-thickness
pressure jumps. Real sonic boom shock waves have a finite rise time, occurring partly from
turbulence and partly from molecular relaxation, which affects the high-frequency content
of the boom spectrum. These frequencies are important for some human response loudness
assessment techniques [34], and, for this reason, an artificial shock thickening method is
required. Additionally, assumption of the N-wave signal at ground independently from
the aircraft shape is made by Whitham [12]. In 1965, McLean showed for the first time
that for a representative supersonic aircraft, the signature would not actually reach the
asymptotic state at ground until much further than a cruise altitude of 44,000 feet [35], and
the distances at which far-field is reached depend on the shape of the aircraft. Furthermore,
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in real atmospheric conditions, characteristics coalesce more slowly than in uniform atmo-
sphere, increasing the possibility that non-fully coalesced N-wave signatures shapes may
reach the ground. In the end, turbulence, as well as atmosphere variability and absorption
effects, are not accounted for in pressure signature propagation. In particular, turbulence
modeling, although difficult, results to be of particular interest as to whether the waveform
distortion caused by its presence will adversely affect the loudness of minimized sonic
boom signatures associated with low-boom supersonic transport. The fundamentals of
sonic boom theory were established and validated in the 1950s and early 1960s, and since
then, there has been significant research and advances in both the understanding and
modeling of sonic boom. The substantial growth in computing power and its widespread
availability have allowed for the development and use of more sophisticated prediction
methods and tools. These include full CFD solutions for the near-field pressure signature
computation, and the iterative resolution of the augmented Burgers’ equations for signature
propagation to the ground. Turbulence and nonstandard atmosphere effects could even be
modeled and included.

2.1.2. Advances in Near-Field Prediction

Near-field pressure signature prediction according to Whitham’s theory provides
that the effect of geometry and lift must be modeled with an equivalent axisymmetric
body of revolution, and as the complexity of the geometry increases, this process becomes
difficult [36]. A solution to that is given by using Euler CFD solutions to obtain the
near-field pressure signature [37–40]. CFD makes it possible to treat a model of real
aircraft geometry without any simplification or transformation. Moreover, by running
viscous as opposed to inviscid simulations, more accurate pressure information can be
extracted, and plume effects [41], as well as inlet integration [42] can be taken into account.
The complexities associated with such a numerical method mainly relate to the fact that
a careful grid generation is needed to properly define the computational domain, and
solutions become increasingly more expensive as the domain size increases. An obvious
approach to using CFD would be to extend the domain and carry the calculations out to
distances, where a far-field condition is met. However, for complex configurations, such
as low-boom supersonic transports, this condition may not be met, even at distances of
five or ten body lengths [38]. The cost, in terms of both computational power and time, is
high, especially when the domain must be extended out far enough so as to correctly match
the three-dimensional CFD solution with the one-dimensional propagation models (or to
convert CFD pressure signals into equivalent far-field radiating source distributions [10]).
Although some techniques have been developed to match the three-dimensional near-field
solution provided by CFD with the propagation codes [37,43–45], by allowing for a smaller
domain to be used for the near-field solution, as computational technology has continued
to grow rapidly and solutions methods have improved, it has become common to increase
the domain size enough to provide a pressure signature that is well approximated as one
dimensional. This still comes at a high computational cost. As a result, CFD solutions
are not suitable for applications such as trade-off studies or optimizations that involve
a big number of configurations to analyze, typically carried out during conceptual and
preliminary aircraft design stages. On the other hand, high-fidelity methods are the only
available solution for detailed design and/or multi-disciplinary optimization studies. A
reasonable trade-off consists in implementing CFD solutions to build response surfaces or
surrogate models. Another option to obtain the near-field pressure signature around almost
any complex geometry with a computational cost that is orders of magnitude smaller than a
full CFD solution is to use 3D high-order panel methods [46–48]. These methods, developed
heavily in the 1970s and 1980s, can provide a linearized inviscid supersonic solution of
the near-field flow around the aircraft and have been used in optimization studies of
low-boom configurations [49–51]. Even with panel methods, the geometry is modeled
directly. Consequently, three-dimensional effects, such as lift and shielding effects, are
determined without the need of generating equivalent axisymmetric bodies as in classical
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theory. However, since they provide a linearized inviscid solution, their use is restricted
to slender bodies at low Mach numbers. Unlike full CFD, panel methods can provide a
near-field solution at any distance away from the aircraft without additional computational
costs. However, since this solution is linear and assuming a uniform flow field, the error
increases with distance. Chan [49] proposed a methodology for correcting the error due
to the linearity of the panel solution. It involves calculating the near-field signature by
using a panel method, finding an equivalent axisymmetric source distribution, and then
using the fundamental theory. This takes into account the nonlinearity, to calculate a new
near-field corrected signature. According to Giblette [46], panel methods for near-field
pressure signature prediction give results that are in good agreement with CFD for a simple
axisymmetric geometry, while comparisons made on more complex geometries highlight
the shortcoming of using a potential flow solution, in which unrealistically large velocities
are calculated on sharp corners (in the case of a wing-body configuration, i.e., it could
happen at the wing tip and on the side of the fuselage tail). Panel solutions show local large
spikes in the signature that do not exist in the CFD signature, and that results in local large
differences in both the ground signature and perceived loudness. Another solution could be
the revisited version of the fundamental theory presented in [36]. Whitham’s F-function is
substituted by a modified Lighthill F-function to generate the near-field pressure signature.
The derivation of Lighthill’s F-function does not require the assumption of a smooth area
profile as in the case of Whitham’s F-functions. This is a significant improvement, which
allows Lighthill’s F-function to be applied to objects that have discontinuities. The study
demonstrates that the modified Lighthill method is able to predict the sonic boom shape,
magnitude, and duration within 10% with respect to pressure profiles from wind tunnel
experiments, computational fluid dynamics, and flight tests, and account for variations in
lift, Mach number, and propagation angle. However, in general, modified linear theory
is capable of producing a first-order pressure profile, as long as the aircraft model can
be resolved into an axisymmetric area profile. With run times less than a minute, and
considering that no mesh generation is required, it is appropriate for the preliminary and
conceptual design stages of quiet sonic boom aircraft. Summing up, the modified Lighthill
function and panel methods represent a good approach for design space exploration or
preliminary optimization studies of low-boom aircraft configurations, where large numbers
of basic geometries are analyzed and approximate results are sufficient. These methods can
also be used to generate surrogate models, even together with high-fidelity level ones [48]
in a multi-fidelity framework.

2.1.3. Advances in Pressure Propagation

As in the case of near-field solutions, new methods and models have been developed
even for the propagation of signatures to the ground. They try to overcome the limitations
inherited with the application of fundamental theory. In particular, fundamental theory is
not able to predict the shock rise time since weak shock theory assumption is made. The
predicted ground signatures using traditional approaches present the shocks as discontin-
uous jumps, and during the calculation of the frequency spectrum and successive noise
metrics, empirical or numerical shock thickening, as well as the shock-merging procedure,
must be taken in place to correct or adjust the signature. This is essential because Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT) and other numerical techniques required in computation of any
noise or loudness metric cannot be applied to a waveform with discontinuities. However,
the shock-thickening and -merging processes are subject to errors since rise times calculated
are heavily dependent on the empirical or numerical factors chosen for converting the
discontinuous shocks into continuous profiles, and may produce loudness or other noise
metrics that are not accurate [52]. This becomes a problem especially during optimization
studies, where the optimizer could exploit the shock-merging process to its advantage.
Several research studies have looked at boom prediction methods that compute the rise
times, instead of empirically adjusting or correcting the ground signature, resorting to
weak shock theory and area balancing. The most used method is to account for molecu-
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lar relaxation (a dominant mechanism in sound absorption for the frequencies typically
associated with sonic booms (e.g., 1–100 Hz), responsible for thickening the shocks), ab-
sorption, atmospheric stratification and spreading terms in the governing equation, called
the augmented Burgers equation [52–55]. Augmented Burgers equations differentiate from
regular equations that just account for the nonlinear term. Burgers’ equation describes the
evolution of the acoustic field along a ray-theoretic propagation path [56]. The classic way
to solve the augmented Burger equation is by means of the operator-splitting method [50].
In 2015, Yamamoto et al. [57] proposed a different approach (“Burgers-Relax-Uni”) to solve
the augmented Burger equation. An internal variable is introduced, which can be solved
analytically at each step. As a result, the decomposed equations with the internal variable
can be solved as a system of equations by being lumped into a matrix form. This algorithm
demonstrated to be almost twice as fast as the original method and more stable. It can sup-
press the numerical oscillation of propagating boom at high altitude. Furthermore, different
algorithms exist to handle propagation mechanisms. Some methods, like the one presented
by Pilon [55] or the one developed by Robinson [54] and implemented in ZEPHYRUS code,
uses the frequency domain to account for the dissipation and relaxation. Others methods,
like the one from Cleveland [53], successively extended by Rallabhandi [52] in sBOOM,
implements a time domain algorithm to account for all the propagation mechanisms.

Frequent conversion from the time domain to frequency domain and back during
atmospheric propagation may lead to numerical errors. Even if these can be bounded,
frequent FFT and inverse FFT operations add an additional computational load during
the propagation process. The most relevant limitation connected with codes that solve the
augmented Burgers equation is the longer computation time needed for calculating the
sonic boom footprints, with respect to the ones which implement the fundamental theory.
On average, the time to run such a codes is about 20–25 times slower than linear codes [52].

Another advanced propagation method is developed by solving a Full Potential
Equation (FPE) to the ground [58]. This three-dimensional CFD method can march the
solution with atmospheric changes in pressure and temperature taken into account. The
nonlinearity and nonaxisymmetry of the Full Potential propagation code makes it superior
with respect to the other prediction methods that implement the linear ray-tracing approach.
However, it needs better validation against numerical and experimental measurements.
Advances have also been made in the modeling and prediction of other atmospheric
phenomena that could affect the sonic boom waveform at the ground, and, as a consequence,
their loudness and annoyance levels. One important phenomenon having a great impact
on sonic boom is turbulence. The effect of atmospheric turbulence on a sonic boom
can be interpreted as a smoothing deformation of the wavefront due to both velocity
and temperature turbulent fluctuations in the medium through which it propagates. In
particular, there is a ragged fine structure behind each shock, and the shock rise times
tend to be longer and variable [10] (Figure 3). The essence of the effect of atmospheric
turbulence on sonic boom waveforms is the scattering of acoustical waves and a series of
focused/defocused wavefronts.

Figure 3. Sonic booms measured under calm and turbulent atmospheric conditions [59].
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The effect of atmospheric turbulence on sonic booms has been investigated theoret-
ically, experimentally, and numerically. Crow [60] first explained the fine structure by
scattering theory and estimated the order of the rise time due to atmospheric turbulence
from his insightful theory based on a statistical approach. Based on Crow’s estimation,
Pierce [61], Pierce and Maglieri [62], and Plotkin and George [63] independently developed
more detailed estimations of rise time and considered the means by which atmospheric
turbulence lengthened it. Turbulence that affects sonic boom signature propagation is
known as the planetary or Atmospheric Boundary Layer (ABL) because it is limited to
propagation from altitudes up to 6 km. The ABL varies daily and should be modeled as
both random temperature and velocity fluctuations fields. Therefore, turbulence effects are
predicted by calculating sonic boom propagation through an ABL model. In order to prop-
agate sonic boom pressure signatures accounting for turbulence distortions, the augmented
Burgers equation alone is not sufficient. Useful results have been obtained by using the
Khoklov–Zabolotskaya–Kuznetsov (KZK) equation as a propagation equation [59,64,65].
Turbulence model research codes based on this equation solution have been developed
within the Sonic Booms in Atmospheric Turbulence (SonicBAT) Program by NASA and
incorporated into the PCBoom sonic boom prediction software to estimate the effect of
turbulence on the levels of shaped sonic booms associated with several low boom aircraft
designs [66]. Other nonlinear models have also been applied to sonic boom propagation,
including a a time domain solution of the nonlinear progressive wave equation (NPE) [67],
a combined time domain and spectral approach called FLHOWARD [68] using a partially
one-way equation and a similar but one-way equation called HOWARD [69,70]. The latest
methodology has been implemented in a code developed in 2021 called SPnoise for Sonic
Boom [71]. KZK implementation assumes what is termed the parabolic approximation, in-
cluding the assumption that propagation is primarily in one direction but is better-behaved
at domain boundaries than the NPE solution and the computation does not require the
FFTs used in FLHOWARD or HOWARD. On the other hand, the solution of KZK may be
sufficient if the solution of interest is close to the sound axis, but when the scattering is
widely distributed, it results in an unsatisfied description of distorted signatures [71]. An
atmospheric turbulence model is also needed in conjunction with a propagation equation
to simulate a random turbulent field throughout the domain. Turbulence is represented
as both temperature and wind fluctuations, usually taken from measurements or inferred.
In [72], the great influence of atmospheric turbulence parameters on both classic N-waves
(on which turbulence has greater influence) and low boom pressure signatures at the ground
is shown, highlighting the need of stochastic studies. Another important phenomenon that
needs to be carefully predicted and simulated is focused booms. Focused booms develop
during supersonic aircraft accelerations in climbing, turning and maneuvering (Figure 4):
although most focus booms can be avoided or minimized, the transition focus during
acceleration from subsonic to supersonic speeds is unavoidable. Hence, its evaluation
becomes fundamental for future low-boom aircraft in order to assess the acceptability
of overland supersonic flight. Focused boom, also known as ’sonic superboom’ leads to
the amplification of ground pressures up to two or three times the carpet boom shock
strength [73]. The focusing of shock waves occurs at surfaces called caustics. Caustics are
surfaces where the ray tube area vanishes and geometrical acoustics becomes singular,
predicting infinite overpressures. Factors which are neglected in the development of geo-
metrical acoustics become important at focal points and serve to limit pressures to finite
values. Substantial research on the behavior of a sonic boom at focus has been conducted
over the past decades. The equation that describes the sonic boom pressure signature near
the caustic is the nonlinear Tricomi equation, which includes diffraction effects neglected in
standard sonic boom theory, as well as the usual first-order nonlinear term. Both of these
limit the amplitude of the focused booms. The diffraction limit is frequency-dependent,
affecting low frequencies more than high frequencies, leading to a characteristic U-wave
shape with the shocks peaked (Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Caustic due to acceleration (up) and typical focused U-wave sonic boom (down) [74,75].

In 1965, Guiraud [76] wrote the equations for the focus of weak shock waves and
developed a scaling law, while Seebass [77] found a way to linearize the Tricomi equation
through a Legendre transformation. If no shock is present near the caustic, his transforma-
tion effectively linearizes the problem. Gill and Seebass [78] obtained a numerical solution
for the focus of a step function at a caustic. Using Guiraud’s scaling law, Plotkin and
Cantril [79] extended PCBoom to apply Gill and Seebass’ solution at focal zones. That
code has evolved into PCBoom3 [10]. Marchiano and Coulouvrat [80] re-derived Guirads’
formulation of the nonlinear Tricomi equation, while Auger and Coulouvrat [81] presented
an algorithm to solve the nonconservative, nonlinear Tricomi equation by using a Fast
Fourier Transform. Kandil and Zheng [82,83] presented a different approach by splitting
the Tricomi equations into the linear unsteady Tricomi equation and the nonlinear unsteady
Burgers equation. Three computational schemes were developed: a frequency domain
Fast Fourier Transform scheme, a time domain finite difference scheme and a time domain
finite difference with overlapping grid (OLG) scheme. Piacsek in [84,85] instead used the
nonlinear progressive wave equation (NPE) as a prediction method for focused booms. A
study conducted at NASA in 2012 [86] aimed at comparing different prediction methods
with flight test field measurements, showed that the Gill–Seebass method tends to over-
predict local peaks, and thus, it is not applicable to complex signatures. In contrast, the
NTE method with absorption appears to be better suited to the prediction of complex sig-
natures, such as low-boom shaped signatures. Methods resulting from these studies have
been implemented in sonic boom propagation codes. Aside from PCBoom3, TRAPS [87]
accounts for the passage of a boom through caustics via a Hilbert transform. It is successful
in predicting where focusing reaches the ground, but it gives excessively large amplitudes.
ZEPHYRUS [54] tends to resolve the discrepancy of TRAPS by incorporating the air ab-
sorption effects. It predicts lower values for the overpressure as compared to TRAPS but
is much more computationally intensive. In 2017, Rallabhandi [88] developed a way to
numerically predict focused sonic boom signatures using both Gill–Seebass similitude and
the solution to the non-linear Tricomi equation to be included in sBOOM.

2.2. Loudness and Annoyance Metrics

When an analysis of sonic boom caused by a supersonic aircraft is carried out, not
only is the prediction of the phenomenon important but also the quantification of the
annoyance caused to people (outdoor and indoor), the magnitude of structure vibrations
and the measure of secondary effects, such as rattle. In this regard, the selection of metrics
able to reflect sonic boom effects is one important step in evaluating the potential impact
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of introducing civil supersonic flight overland. However, still today, a unique acoustic
measure to define boom acceptability levels is not established yet. Important research
centers, like NASA and JAXA, have conducted several surveys, laboratory studies and
low-boom flight tests to identify the correlation between metrics and sonic boom, with the
aim to support and help ICAO in developing new certification standards. The European
project RUMBLE (RegUlation and norM for low sonic Boom LEvels) [89] also plays a role
in this regard. The project is, in fact, dedicated to the production of the scientific evidence
requested by national, European and international regulation authorities to determine the
acceptable level of overland sonic booms and the appropriate ways to comply with it. The
main actions of the project are the development and assessment of sonic boom prediction
tools, study of the human response to a sonic boom, and validation of the findings using
wind tunnel experiments and actual flight tests.

Different metrics could be retained as an objective for sonic boom reduction and mini-
mization. They can be categorized as pressure based or loudness based. To the first category
belongs the maximum peak overpressure, front shock overpressure, sum of the shock am-
plitudes, while Sound Exposure Level (SEL), A-weighted Sound Exposure Level (A-SEL),
C-weighted Sound Exposure Level (C-SEL) and Perceived Loudness deciBel (PLdB) belong
to the second one. Pressure-based metrics are the most used in optimization problems, but
they do not provide a cost function that synthesizes at the same time the energy content and
the full frequency of the signature. Loudness metrics, instead, result from the mathematical
process of the signal: it causes the loss of direct dependencies between the geometry (the
input of the problem) and the metrics (the output of the mathematical system), but, on the
other hand, brings the energy and frequency content of the signal that has a direct impact
on the annoyance evaluation. It is clear that the choice of such an objective function is not
a trivial process and results from a compromise between the accurate description of the
physical phenomenon and correlation between the function itself and the design variables.

In [90], loudness and short-term annoyance ratings were collected for conventional
and low-boom signatures at low overall levels. The average annoyance ratings were best
reflected by ASEL (A-weighted Sound Exposure Level) values compared to other frequency
weightings. Moreover, the results of the listening experiments showed that the tested low-
boom designs are similarly loud and annoying as conventional and N-wave sounds when
presented at similar ASEL values, and an indication of a systematic benefit for low-boom
signals compared to conventional booms was not observed. However, other studies [91–93]
indicate that psycho-acoustic loudness models or the inclusion of a loudness derivative
and duration for the description of the sound character in multi-metric annoyance models
can enable a better characterization of the perception of transient sounds than single level-
based measures. Metrics including time-varying loudness models, such as those developed
by Glasberg and Moore [94] or Zwicker and Fastl [95], may be useful for predicting the
impact of impulsive sounds since they incorporate models of the temporal behavior of the
human hearing system, which is clearly of importance with rapidly changing sounds. The
output from their models is a profile of the loudness heard through time as opposed to
a single number representing the whole or part of a sound event. Moreover, it has been
noted [96] that sonic boom pressure signatures measured using microphones on the ground
are different at different locations, even though nothing about the aircraft or its speed
has changed. This is due to the turbulence effect, and makes it even harder to define a
standard method of measurement and evaluation. An attempt to find metrics more stable
to turbulence was made in [97]. According to this work, B-SEL could be a good candidate
for certifying supersonic aircraft for overland civil transportation.

Another relevant topic is the difference between indoor and outdoor sonic boom effect.
In 1993 [98], the sonic boom simulator of the Langley Research Center was used to quantify
subjective loudness and annoyance response to simulated indoor and outdoor sonic boom
signatures. Two indoor listening situations were simulated: one with the windows open
and the other with the windows closed. The results were used to assess loudness and
annoyance as sonic boom criterion measures and to evaluate several metrics. The findings
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indicated that loudness and annoyance were equivalent criterion measures for outdoor
booms but not for indoor booms. Annoyance scores for indoor booms were significantly
higher than indoor loudness scores. Thus, annoyance was recommended as the criterion
measure of choice for general use in assessing sonic boom response. Perceived Level [99]
was determined to be the best estimator of annoyance for both indoor and outdoor booms,
and of loudness for outdoor booms.

The Okhlahoma city survey [100] showed that the best correlation with the annoyance
is achieved using the number of boom per day. The survey recommends a boom peak
pressure level of 35.91/

√
N, where N is the number of boom per day.

When it comes to the evaluation of sonic boom indoor perception, not just the audible
component of the signal should be considered. Tactile motion of the building, as well as
rattling (occurring for structural elements not well mounted or constrained) of the building
and of the objects inside the building must be taken into account, and the last two require
the introduction of a dynamic model of the structure. The simplest approximation is the
lumped parameter single degree of freedom model [101] but is obviously a limitation. The
wall dynamic behavior is, in fact, always coupled to the interior, and a multimodal analysis
is required [102].

Figure 5 provides a summary of the main metrics suggested to be adopted as more
representative of the sonic boom effect, and can be used for optimization problems, along
with reference values.

Figure 5. Sonic boom metrics proposed compared to reference values linked to ordinary events [103].

2.3. Minimization Theory and Techniques

Sonic boom minimization became of great interest during the 1960s and 1970s, when
knowledge of the phenomenon’s physics and its calculation and prediction was already
assessed. The first theoretical approach used as a key point was Whitham’s F-function
since it constitutes the link between the aircraft configuration and the pressure signature.
Jones [104] and Carlson [105] were the first to suggest that a reduction in the sonic boom
could have been achieved by aircraft shaping. Based on the assumption that all pressure
signatures reaching the ground would have the characteristic N-wave form, they defined an
equivalent-body shape, which can produce an N-wave signature with a “lower bounded”
over pressure and impulse. The area distribution they ended up with was extremely
blunt, and the shape changes required to produce such equivalent areas resulted in being
detrimental in terms of drag [106]. Later, in 1965, McLean found that during transonic ac-
celeration, the signature created by large and slender SSTs might not necessarily attain their
far-field N-wave form, and Hayes pointed out that in the real atmosphere, characteristics
coalesce more slowly by making it possible to “freeze” the shape of the midfield signature
and keep it until the ground [107]. Since the shape of a midfield signature strongly depends
on the shape of the aircraft, such shaping was recognized as a much more powerful way of
minimizing the boom.

George and Seebass [108,109] developed a relatively complete theory, in which they
found the lower bounds for the bow and the tail shock of a midfield signature. It laid the
theoretical foundation for the sonic boom minimization method. However, the nose shape
determined by the minimized area distribution was as blunt as in the previous theories,
with the consequence of a significant drag penalty. The low boom–high drag paradox is
shown in a scheme in Figure 6. In addition, this method sacrificed the front fuselage size,
resulting even in the reduction in usable fuselage space. Darden, in 1979 [110], advanced
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the George and Seebass’ method by controlling the bluntness of the area distribution near
the nose, overcoming the drag rise problems associated with the previous theory.

Figure 6. Low boom–high drag paradox (Source: [107]).

The final theory is known as Seebass–George–Darden, SGD, theory. It states that, given
the flight conditions of altitude and Mach number and the aircraft parameters of weight and
length, the equivalent area distribution needed to create either a minimum overpressure
signature or a minimum shock signature can be defined. Carlson and Mack [111,112]
applied the minimization method to several conceptual aircraft and ran a wind-tunnel test
program to validate it. The Shaped Sonic Boom Demonstration (SSBD) program successfully
tested the low-boom theory to be reliable under actual flight and atmospheric conditions.

Lately, Mack [113], Rallabhandi [114] and Plotkin [115] extended and generalized
the SGD theory, by making it more flexible with respect to the trade-off between boom
minimization and other performance measures, and more suitable for practical design.
They also provided lower bounds for the perceived loudness.

The SGD sonic boom minimization process produces cross-sectional area profiles that
generate either a minimum overpressure “flat-top” signature (Figure 7b) or a maximum-
rise-time boom, which has a small initial shock pressure rise (ISPR) followed by a gradual
increase to the peak overpressure (Figure 7c). These sonic boom types are essentially modi-
fied N-waves. Another option to reduce the annoyance of the sonic boom to humans is to
generate a multishock signature (Figure 7d) by means of a lobe-balancing method [116,117].
Lobes are created using lift, by trimming lifting surfaces to obtain a frozen, shock balanced
F-function, like the one showed in Figure 8, at different flight conditions.

Figure 7. Types of sonic boom signatures (Reprinted/adapted with permission from Ref. [116],
copyright 2023, Jung, T.).
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Figure 8. Example of a lobe-balanced F-function and corresponding ground pressure profile
(Reprinted/adapted with permission from Ref. [116], copyright 2023, Jung, T.).

Sonic boom minimization techniques through aircraft shaping are implemented still
today through the inverse design approaches for optimization and low-boom design
problems. The inverse design approaches have been widely adopted [118–121]: a target
near-field or far-field pressure signature is designated by means of minimization techniques,
and achieved by aircraft shape optimization. Different optimization methods and algo-
rithms are used, such as the CFD adjoint-based and genetic algorithm. Zhang [122] used
instead the Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) method to develop an inverse design
framework for supersonic low-boom configuration. In the end, in a recent work [123], the
low-boom design challenge was resolved by using reversed equivalent area targets for
low-fidelity low-boom inverse design and a block coordinate optimization (BCO) method
for multidisciplinary design optimization (MDO). The corresponding low-boom MDO
problem includes aircraft mission constraints on ranges, cruise speeds, trim for low-boom
cruise, static margins for take-off/cruise/landing, take-off/landing field lengths, approach
velocity, and tail rotation angles for trim at take-off/landing, as well as fuselage volume
constraints for passengers and main gear storage. The BCO method was developed to
optimally resolve the conflicts between the low-boom inverse design objective and other
design constraints.

2.4. Critical Review

In this section, all the methods for the prediction of sonic boom are presented, from
the fundamental Whitham F-function and the simplified Carlson method, up to the most
advanced methods for both near-field pressure distribution and pressure propagation
calculation. Figure 9 provides a summary of the different methods with their strengths
and limitations.
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Figure 9. Review of sonic boom prediction methods.

Section 2.3, instead, provides an overview of the minimization techniques, developed
over the years to shape the signal at the ground by optimally shaping the airframe. Sonic
boom minimization is based on the Seebass–George–Darden (SGD) theory. According
to this theory, given the flight conditions of altitude and Mach number and the aircraft
parameters of weight and length, the equivalent area distribution needed to create either a
minimum overpressure signature or a minimum shock signature can be mathematically
defined. From the equivalent area distribution, the optimal aircraft shape can be easily
found. The Shaped Sonic Boom Demonstration (SSBD) program successfully tested the
low boom theory to be reliable under actual flight and atmospheric conditions. Further
studies on this theory led to another technique to reduce the annoyance of the sonic boom
on humans: the lobe-balancing technique. By trimming the lifting surfaces, a frozen shock
balanced F-function could be generated, resulting in a less annoying multishock signature
at the ground. These two minimization techniques have been used in several inverse
design and optimization processes, where a target near-field or far-field pressure signature
is achieved by careful aircraft shaping. Different optimization methods and algorithms can
be used, such as the CFD adjoint-based and genetic algorithm.

However, though shaping the aircraft to reach the minimum sonic boom could ef-
fectively end in a low-boom aircraft configuration, it could lead to unfeasible solutions,
especially in terms of cabin volume. In addition, the curved shaped body would strongly
perturb the air stream flowing around the aircraft, affecting also aerodynamics. In the end,
as already highlighted in the section, the low-boom requirements are in conflict with the
low-drag requirements. A trade-off between these two fundamental requirements must
be found in the next generation of supersonic aircraft, and this leads to not consider sonic
boom minimization theories and techniques as a good solution.

3. Sonic Boom Reduction
3.1. Aircraft Operations

The sonic boom produced by aircraft in supersonic flight is attributed mainly to both
its volume and the lift it generates: it implies that size and weight play a major role in
establishing the intensity of the signal at the ground. Moreover, since the boom at the
ground is a direct consequence of the shock propagation from the cruising altitude, the
latter has a fundamental impact on it. Figure 10 shows that as the altitude increase, the total
overpressure decreases significantly. As a result, flying higher could alleviate the sonic
boom effect at the ground without changing the design of the aircraft.
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Figure 10. Altitude effect on overpressure due to both lift and volume (Source: [124]).

However, it is interesting to note that when the cruising altitude is increased to reduce
overpressure through attenuation, the local speed of sound starts to decrease (due to
decreasing density), making the aircraft fly at a higher Mach number relative to the local
speed of sound, leading to a louder boom as depicted in the graph in Figure 11.

Figure 11. Speed effect on overpressure due to both lift and volume (Source: [124]).

Moreover, flying higher could lead to higher NOx emissions and fuel consumption.
Another way of reducing the sonic boom at the ground by flight operations is to fly

at or below the so-named cut-off Mach number. Taking advantage of the temperature
gradient of the atmosphere to refract the sonic rays upward [125], the sonic boom never
reaches the ground. The Mach cut-off phenomenon is independent of the aircraft configu-
ration and allows boomless flight up to a local Mach number of 1.15 in an ideal, standard
atmosphere [126].

The Mach cut-off is seen by some manufacturers, such as Aerion, as a relatively
low-risk way to operate a first-generation civil supersonic aircraft overland. It offers an
approximately 23%, speed advantage over subsonic aircraft operating at transonic speeds,
and at the same time, it avoids the many risks of low-boom designs [127]. The FAA recently
funded Mach cut-off research through the ASCENT Center of Excellence. NASA also
recently studied Mach cut-off and evanescent waves as part of the Farfield Investigation
of No-boom Thresholds (FaINT) program [128] and in the Low Boom/No Boom flight
test [129].

3.2. Aircraft Configurations for Low Boom
3.2.1. Current Promising Concepts

Reducing the sonic boom to acceptable levels for enabling supersonic flights overland
is a very hard and challenging objective, and for this reason, the exploration of new
disruptive unconventional technologies and configurations is needed. The most promising
steps taken in recent years, along with ongoing projects and programs in this regard, are
here presented and described.

The DARPA Quiet Supersonic Platform program [130], started in 2000, is directed
towards the development and validation of critical technology for long-range advanced
supersonic aircraft with substantially reduced sonic boom, reduced takeoff and landing
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noise, and increased efficiency relative to current technology supersonic aircraft [131]. The
target of this program was a 100,000 lb class vehicle with 20% pay load mass fraction. The
resulted concept demonstrated to achieve the low sonic boom requirement, and a large
majority of the goals is shown in Figure 12.

Figure 12. Concept of a quiet supersonic aircraft designed for both civil and military purposes.
(Source: [132]).

The Shaped Sonic Boom Demonstration (SSBD) (2001–2003) was a two-year program
led by Northrop Grumman Corporation, and including DARPA and NASA, which used
a Northrop F-5E with a modified fuselage (Figure 13a) to demonstrate for the first time
in flight that the aircraft’s shock wave, and accompanying sonic boom, can be shaped,
and thereby reduced. The program became, at that time, the most extensive study on
the sonic boom. The SSBD demonstrated a reduction in boom by about one third. NASA
continued to explore new aircraft designs capable of reducing the noise level of sonic booms
by test flying an F-15B modified with an extendable boom (Gulfstream Quite Spike) on its
nose (Figure 13b). It was part of the Gulfstream Supersonic Technology Program aimed
at conducting basic research into reducing the impact of sonic booms on people and the
environment to enable regulatory change for supersonic flight overland, domestically and
internationally. The combined effort of NASA and Gulfstream resulted in an experimental
plane concept initiated in 2008, the X-54 (Figure 13c). X-54 intended to continue the
research objectives of the DARPA Quiet Supersonic Aircraft, and to demonstrate low-boom
technologies and methods validated by projects such as the Quietspike project [133], the
Shaped Sonic Boom Demonstrator [134], FaINT Project [135], and WSPR Project [136].
The X-54 will be designed from the ground up to incorporate all the technology and
lessons learned from this combined NASA research spanning several decades into a viable
aircraft capable of producing under 75 pdB on the ground while cruising over Mach
1.4 above 50,000 ft [137]. Its most notable features include a nose spike device for sonic
boom reduction and a swing-wing configuration to balance supersonic cruise and low-
speed performance.
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(a) (b)

(c)
Figure 13. NASA F5-E (a) (Source: [134]), NASA F15 equipped with Gulfstream Nose Spike
(b) (Source: [138]) and NASA-Gulfstream X-54 experimental aircraft concept drawing (c) (Source: [139]).

The JAXA D-SEND (Drop test for Simplified Evaluation of Non-symmetrically Dis-
tributed sonic boom) project (2010–2015) ran flight experiments to demonstrate the possibil-
ity of a “low-sonic boom design concept” and to acquire measurement methods for aerial
sonic booms, contributing to the ongoing deliberation of international standards for sonic
booms of next-generation supersonic aircraft. The project comprised two phases: through
D-SEND#1, JAXA established, for the first time, a new method of demonstrating the low
sonic boom design concept and sonic boom measurement system in the form of a balloon
drop test, while during D-SEND#2, an experimental supersonic glider model called the
“Silent SuperSonic Concept Model (S3CM, S-cube Concept Model)”, designed to reduce
sonic booms originating from the front and rear, was flown at supersonic speed. They also
ran evaluation tests using sonic boom simulators to assess how humans sense them and
how buildings are affected [140]. In the end, JAXA cooperated with the SKY Aerospace
Institute on a SSBJ design (Figure 14) [141]. The main features are the cranked arrow wing
that uses natural laminar flow technology and a non-symmetrical fuselage to mitigate sonic
booms. All these technological achievements come from these several projects JAXA has
been involved in for years.

Figure 14. JAXA and SKY Aerospace business jet concept (Source: [142]).
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The main objective of HISAC (environmentally friendly HIgh Speed AirCraft) Euro-
pean project (2005–2009) was to establish the technical feasibility of an environmentally
compliant supersonic transport aircraft through an MDO approach and focused tech-
nological improvements. As a result, HISAC provided achievable specifications for an
environmentally compliant and economically viable small-sized supersonic transport air-
craft and recommendations for future supersonic environmental regulations (community
noise, emissions, and sonic booms), enabling technologies and a road map for their further
maturation and validation [143]. Three optimized aircraft configurations came out for low
noise, long range and low boom (Figure 15).

Figure 15. HISAC project concepts for low noise (left), long range (center) and low boom (right).
(Source: [144].)

The SENECA ((LTO) noiSe and EmissioNs of supErsoniC Aircraft) project (2021–2024)
aims to develop detailed models of the produced carbon emissions and the landing and
take-off (LTO) noise in the vicinity of airports. The project’s activities will complement
ICAO’s efforts towards establishing technical flight test procedures for en route (sonic
boom) and LTO noise certifications. Several platforms have been developed within this
project: SENECA E-5 business jet (12 pax, cruise Mach number 1.4), SENECA E-19 (10 pax,
cruise Mach number 1.6), SENECA Airliner 1.8 (100 pax, cruise Mach number 1.8), and
SENECA Airliner 2.2 (100 pax, cruise Mach number 2.2) (Figure 16).

Figure 16. SENECA project concepts.

MOREandLESS (MDO and REgulations for Low-boom and Environmentally Sustain-
able Supersonic aviation) (2021–2024) is funded by the European Commission under the
framework of Horizon 2020, and its main objective is to contribute to define new standards
for supersonic aviation that is expected to be environmentally sustainable, for what con-
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cerns noise, pollutant and greenhouse gas emissions. A multidisciplinary analysis will
include aerodynamics, propulsion systems, emissions and climate impact sciences, with
the aim of developing guidelines. New types of fuel, such as biofuel and liquid hydrogen,
will be tested [145]. The GreenHawk3 aircraft concept, a 20 pax business jet cruising at
Mach 3 resulted from the consortium work, is shown in Figure 17.

Figure 17. GreenHawk3 aircraft concept developed within MOREandLESS project. (Source: [146].)

At present, however, there are still several open questions regarding which is the
sonic boom level that could be ’accepted’ by the community, which are the effects of
repeated sonic booms on humans, animals and buildings, and which metrics should be
used to define standard requirements. In any case, companies and airlines have made
large investments in the design and development of future, low-boom supersonic aircraft.
A number of supersonic concepts, mainly business jets, have been proposed in the last
20 years mostly by start-ups, and some of them already entered, or are going to enter soon,
their manufacture and test phase. Aerion Corporation introduced in 2004 an efficient and
environmentally friendly supersonic business jet, AS1 (or Aerion SBJ) [147] (Figure 18a).
It was a twin-engine aircraft, able to transport 8–12 passengers up to Mach 1.6 and up to
4.000 nm. Its key enabling technology, the supersonic natural Laminar flow wing, was
conclusively demonstrated in transonic wind tunnel tests and in supersonic flight tests
conducted in conjunction with NASA. In 2014, a larger redesign able to reduce engine
emissions was announced. AS2 (Figure 18b) was a triple-engine 12-passenger aircraft
aimed for Mach 1.4 for a minimum projected range of 4750 nm. The range and cabin width
were increased at the cost of a significant rise in take-off weight. In 2017, a third redesign
was published (Figure 18c).At the beginning of 2021, Aerion announced a 50-seat high
supersonic-hypersonic airliner project. AS3 (Figure 18d) aimed to achieve speeds of Mach
4 or more and a range of 3800 nm. However, in May 2021, the company shut down due to
inability to raise capital.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)
Figure 18. Aerion AS-1 (a) (Source: [148]), Aerion AS-2 (b) (Source: [149]), Aerion AS-2 redesigned
(c) (Source: [150]) and Aerion AS-3 (d) (Source: [151]).
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Spike Aerospace proposed in 2014 the S-512 (Figure 19a). It was a twin engine,
designed for 12–18 passengers, Mach 1.8 for a range of 4000 nm. The proposal was
considered unattractive and was replaced in 2015 by another version (Figure 19b). The range
was increased by more than 50% and take-off weight went up from 36.2 to 52.2 tonnes [152]
and Mach reduced to 1.6. The wing was completely redesigned, and the position of the two
engine changed from upper to side fuselage. The aircraft does not expect cabin windows;
instead, it will be lined with tiny cameras sending footage to thin, curved displays lining
the interior walls of the fuselage for noise reduction [153]. Spike claimed the aircraft would
be able to create a sonic boom with a perceived loudness of less than 75 dB at the ground
level [154].

(a)

(b)

Figure 19. Spike S-512 (a) (Source: [155]) and its redesign (b) (Source: [156]).

Another promising concept aircraft is the Boom Overture (Figure 20a) from Boom
Supersonic, founded in Denver in 2014. The Overture is supposed to travel at Mach 1.7,
carrying 65 to 88 passengers for 4000–4500 nautical miles, and it is expected to rollout
in 2025 and be introduced in 2029 [157]. It would keep the delta wing configuration of
Concorde but would be built with composite materials. It would be powered by three dry
turbofans [158]. In September 2020, the company announced that it had been contracted to
develop the Overture for possible use by Air Force One [159], and United Airlines already
placed orders for 15 aircraft [160]. The company is also working on the XB-1 Baby Boom
(Figure 20b), a one-third-scale supersonic demonstrator, designed to fly at a cruising Mach
of 2.2, with over 1000 nm of range, and powered by three engines [158]. Its main objective
is to pave the way for mainstream supersonic travel by demonstrating the key technologies
for safe and efficient high-speed flight. It is expected to be flight tested in 2021 [157].

(a) (b)
Figure 20. Boom Overture (a) (Source: [161]) and Boom XB-1 (b) (Source: [157]).

NASA X-59 QueSST (Figure 21) is the result of the Low-boom Flight Demonstrator
(LBFD) project. This experimental aircraft, manufactured by Lockheed Martin Skunk
Works, is a single-engine aircraft, designed to cruise at 1.4 Mach at 55,000 ft [162]. NASA
claimed the X-59 will produce very low sonic boom (60 dB), about 1/1000 as loud as
current supersonic aircraft, enabling the possibility of flying supersonic overland. This
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is achieved by using a long, narrow airframe and canards to keep the shock waves from
coalescing [163], and a top-mounted intake, even if the inlet flow distortion, due to vortices,
represents a concern [164]. The X-plane was expected to start flying in 2022 over select U.S.
communities to gather data on human responses to the low-boom flights and deliver that
data set to U.S. and international regulators [165].

Figure 21. NASA X-59 QueSST (Source: [166]).

Another Quiet Supersonic Transport aircraft effort was pursued by Supersonic Aerospace
International (SAI) with the QSST-X: the design focused on supersonic technologies that will
ensure a low boom signature. The project was announced around the year 2000, and Lock-
heed Martin Skunk Works was contracted to begin the development in 2001 [167]. Designed
to cruise at an altitude of 60,000 feet at speeds of Mach 1.6 to 1.8, with a range of 4600 nm,
the two-engine aircraft features a gull-wing, a canard and an inverted V-tail (Figure 22a)
to create a sonic boom only 1% as strong as that generated by the Concorde [168], by
limiting the signature coming off of the back of the aircraft. In 2013, Supersonic Aerospace
International relaunched the concept as much larger Boeing 737-sized aircraft to operate
as an all-first-class airliner [169]. The company redesigned the aircraft (Figure 22b) by
providing extra passenger cabin size and capacity, including a convertible airliner/business
jet seating configuration, extra range capability (over 5000 nm at Mach 1.6) and by imple-
menting advanced bio-fuel-efficient engines. It is claimed to have exceptionally quiet and
environmentally sound performance, and to represent a quantum leap advancement in
aviation technology for the ‘21st Century’ [170].

(a) (b)
Figure 22. SAI QSST first (a) (Source: [171]) and second (b) concept (Source: [169]).

In the end, HyperStar (Figure 23) by HyperMach is a proposed supersonic jet airliner,
announced in 2011 as SonicStar, expected to reach speeds of up to Mach number 3.6 [172]
with a range up to 6000 nm. It is planned to be powered by two engineered SonicBlue
HYSCRAM (Hypersonic Superconducting Combustion Ram Accelerated Magnetohydro-
dynamic Drive) hybrid hypersonic 6500-X series engines [173]. Sonic booms are expected
to be eliminated overland by using an electromagnetically induced plasma wave that “ab-
sorbs” pressure waves through a magnetic spike on the nose [174]. The proposed SonicStar
would carry 10 to 20 passengers [175]. Recently, in 2012, the company changed the aircraft
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specifications, increasing the SSBJ top speed estimate to Mach 4.5 and range to 6500 nm,
and renamed the aircraft to HyperStar. It also increased the size of the airplane to seat up
to 36 passengers [176]. In 2016, HyperMach once again revised the aircraft’s preliminary
performance and specifications upward, to a top speed of Mach 5 at 80,000 feet and 7000 nm
range [177]. The jet will not fly until about 2025 [174], with certification and entry into
service slated to follow in 2028.

Figure 23. HyperMach SonicStar (Source: [177]).

Figure 24 provides a summary of the various projects and supersonic aircraft concepts
described above.

Figure 24. Supersonic aircraft projects and concepts table summary.
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It is well known that one of the keys to eliminating sonic booms is the design of the
airframe. Sonic booms at the ground are mainly caused by the coalescence of shock waves
as they propagate from the aircraft thorough the atmosphere. In a conventional supersonic
jet, the shock waves coalesce as they expand away from the nose and tail, leading to two
distinct sonic booms (N-waveform). For this reason, the exploration of unconventional
configurations, enabled by the capability of using advanced computational methods at the
early stages of the design process, could be a key element in shaping the future “boomless”
supersonic aircraft. In the next subsections, configurations worth being explored further in
the future are described.

3.2.2. Forward-Swept Wing Configuration

A forward-swept wing is an aircraft configuration in which the wing, instead of being
swept in a positive way (backward), is swept forward, or has a negative sweep angle.
Such a configuration provides advantages, especially in terms of maneuverability and
controllability at high angles of attack but comes with the aeroelastic issue of reduced
divergence speed. Today, the use of composite materials to avoid the problem of reduced
divergence speed through aeroelastic tailoring and the advent of fly-by-wire technology
that allows for the design to be dynamically unstable makes the forward-swept wing
configuration a practical design. Examples of aircraft with a forward-swept wing are
Grumman X-29 technology demonstrator, the Sukoi Su-47 fighter prototype and the KB
SAT SR-10 trainer aircraft prototype (Figure 25).

(a) (b)

(c)
Figure 25. Grumman X-29 (a) (Source: [178]), Sukoi Su-47 (b) (Source: [179]) and KB SAT SR-10
(c) (Source: [180]).

Regarding the design of the low-boom supersonic aircraft, the forward-swept wing
configuration seems to be promising as highlighted in several works. In [181], Kishi, Makino
and Kanazaki investigated both the aerodynamic and sonic boom performance of 13 wing-
body-engine nacelle configurations with varying wing platforms for a supersonic business
jet. The calculated results for supersonic cruise conditions indicated that the maximum
acoustic level of the sonic boom of a forward-swept wing was approximately 4.8 PLdB
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lower than that of the backward-swept wing. Furthermore, a forward-swept wing reduced
the aerodynamic drag as effectively as a backward-swept wing during supersonic cruising.
The sonic boom signature at the ground level indicated that forward sweeping of the wing
caused multi-peaks on the bottom peak of the trailing sonic boom, demonstrating that it
could reduce the intensity of trailing sonic boom. In [120], a multi-objective optimization
study was carried out by selecting low wave drag and low boom values as objective
functions. Optimization results indicate that a swept forward wing configuration has
benefits in both boom and wave drag reduction because the lift distributions of such
a wing configuration are well distributed along the fuselage axes, and the cross-area
distributions are smoother than the sweptback wing. This behavior is well shown and
explained in a patent [182] for a variable forward-swept wing supersonic aircraft. As
shown in Figure 26, by adopting a forward-swept wing, lift is generated from a more
forward position than in the case of a backward-swept wing. This causes an increase in the
equivalent cross-sectional area in the forward half of the aircraft body, due to the increase
in the equivalent cross-sectional area due to the lift, which compensates and adjusts the
equivalent distribution of a conventional aircraft to meet the Darden [110] ideal equivalent
cross-sectional area distribution for minimizing low-boom characteristics. Moreover, cross-
sectional area distribution changes are very small, maintaining it near the Sears–Haack
body and, therefore, does not increase the wave drag.

Figure 26. Equivalent cross-sectional area distributions of a rearward-swept wing, forward-swept
wing and ideal Darden distribution (Source: [182]).

The patent presents an aircraft with a variable forward-swept wing in which the
forward sweep angle could be changed during different flight phases, with the aim of
tailoring both aerodynamic and sonic boom performance. The variable forward-swept
wing could also provide an advantage in regard to the increase in the trim drag that is
accompanied by the rearward movement of the aerodynamic center during supersonic
flight: the effect of this movement, in fact, can be canceled by increasing the wing forward
sweep angle so that the aerodynamic center is moved forward; as a result, the trim drag
can be minimized [182]. Another advantage of a forward-swept wing configuration is that
it allows the wing spar carry-through to go behind the cabin, further increasing its size.
This could be important either to accommodate more passengers (airliner) or to increase
the comfort (business jet). Drawbacks associated with sweeping the wing forward are
connected with the requirement of a far greater amount of structural stiffness and the
increased structural weight by the aeroelastic tailoring effect. However, by exploiting fiber
composite materials of high stiffness and adjusting them differently in different directions,
the weight penalty could be ’minimal’ [183].
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3.2.3. Oblique Wing Configuration

The oblique wing configuration seems to be another promising concept for future
supersonic aircraft both in terms of aerodynamic performance and sonic boom at low Mach
numbers. R.T Jones, in 1956 [15], was the first to study this concept: he suggested that
aircraft with asymmetrically swept (oblique) wings would offer many advantages at high
transonic and low supersonic speeds. The main advantage related to the oblique wing
arrangement is that it effectively has twice the wing length as a symmetrically swept wing
of the same span, sweep and volume, which offers a reduction in both volume and wave
drag, as shown in Figure 27. Moreover, it might achieve twice the fuel economy of more
conventional wings since higher supersonic L/D can be achieved.

Figure 27. Oblique wing geometry and wave drag compared with a swept wing (Sources: [184,185]).

Jones’s various papers have shown that the oblique wing can be realized in several
different ways. In its purest form, it can be simply a flying wing (OFW) at an oblique
angle. Alternatively, the wing can also be placed on a normal fuselage (OWB) and fixed
permanently at a particular angle, or center-pivoted to a fuselage, allowing the angle to be
changed as desired. First investigations on aerodynamics and performance of the oblique
wing have been made by NASA. A demonstrator, the AD-1 (Figure 28), was built and flown
in 1979 to test the oblique wing-body concept in various oblique configurations, evaluating
a pivot wing concept and gathering information on handling qualities and aerodynamics
at various speeds and sweep angles [186].

Figure 28. The AD-1 aircraft in flight with its wing swept at 60 degrees, the maximum sweep angle
(left) (Source: [186]) and an artist concept of oblique flying wing by NASA (right) (Source [187]).

Since the equivalent area distribution of the wing is better spread out longitudinally,
a near-cylindrical passenger cabin can be used. The straight carry-through structure of
the oblique wing avoids torques that are usually reacted by the fuselage structure and
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so makes the structure simpler. The oblique wing could also mitigate the sonic boom by
generating favorable combinations of more uniform lift and volume distributions along
the vehicle length. Wind tunnel tests [188] were conducted to determine the magnitude of
the ground track sonic boom overpressure generated by an oblique wing transport aircraft
cruising at Mach 1.4 at 45,000 ft. Results confirmed that the oblique wing configuration has
lower sonic boom overpressure levels at cruise lift coefficient than a swept wing. Works
on oblique flying wings highlighted that bow shock overpressure is typically one-third
less than comparable symmetric configurations. The aft-shock is canceled due to favorable
volume–lift interference [189]. However, due to the unsymmetrical shape of the aircraft,
the waves vary strongly with the azimuth angle, which will result in significant asymmetry
in the magnitude and duration of the sonic boom in both near and far fields [190]. Many of
the technical challenges of oblique wings arise from their nonlinear and strongly coupled
aerodynamic characteristics. Significant variations in the rolling moment with changes in
the angle of attack are observed; unusual inertial couplings and aeroelastic characteristics
further complicate the dynamics; and for certain oblique wing configurations, propulsion
integration is problematic [184]. The asymmetry of the geometry also causes some stability
and control issues, which offers challenges in the control system design.

3.2.4. Supersonic Biplane

Another interesting option for a low-drag low-boom supersonic aircraft is the super-
sonic biplane. Proposed for the fist time by Busemann in 1935 [191] as a configuration that
can eliminate over 80% of show waves, it has drawn the interest of several researchers
that have conducted 2D and 3D simulations to assess and optimize this configuration.
Busemann’s supersonic biplane concept is shown in Figure 29: it does not generate wave
drag in inviscid supersonic flow thanks to the interference of shock and expansion waves
(wave cancellation effect). Since the pressure does not change, even the sonic boom as-
sociated with the wing is canceled, leading to a boomless configuration. The Busemann
biplane, however, does not work in lifting conditions, and its performance at off-design
Mach numbers can be very poor due to the choked flow and flow hysteresis problems [192].

Figure 29. Busemann supersonic biplane concept in both design and off-design conditions
(Source: [193]).

At lifting conditions, the aforementioned concept can be expanded to Licher’s super-
sonic biplane concept [194]. A typical Licher biplane, shown in Figure 30, is asymmetrical
and can be divided into the Busemann part and the additional part. The wave drag due
to lift can be reduced to 2/3 of that of a single flat plate under the identical lift condition,
and the Busemann wave cancellation concept can be applied as well to eliminate wave
drag due to airfoil thickness [192]. The Licher biplane, whose thickness/chord ratio of the
lower element is bigger than the ratio of the upper element, provides a larger lift/drag
ratio (L/D) than the Busemann biplane at lifting conditions [195].
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Figure 30. Licher biplane concept (Source: [196]).

Optimized biplane airfoils [193] or the usage of hinged leading edge and trailing edge
flaps to increase the ratio of the throat area to the inlet area [197,198] could reduce dramati-
cally the effects of the choked flow and flow hysteresis phenomena, while maintaining a
certain degree of favorable shock wave interaction effects at the design Mach number.

A new design for the supersonic biplane shown in Figure 31 was developed in
2020 [199], which improves aerodynamic performance in both design and off-design
conditions. It consists of an isosceles triangle airfoil and a flat plate, and has the aero-
dynamic advantages of lower drag, higher lift-to-drag ratio, and a weaker flow-choking
phenomenon than the Busemann biplane. Further analyses, especially in sonic booms, are
required to assess its suitability for designing future supersonic aircraft.

Figure 31. Sketch of new biplane concept: in red shock waves are sketched, while in green expansion
waves are sketched.

CFD simulations [200,201] and wind tunnel tests [202] have demonstrated that the
three-dimensional Busemann biplane has a weaker flow-choking problem than the two-
dimensional Busemann biplane due to the three-dimensional effect, but at the same time,
it requires winglets to maintain the wave interactions at wingtips and prevent large drag
penalties [203]. Biplane wing performance can be increased by optimizing the planform
characteristics, such as taper ratio and aspect ratio [200,201]. Regarding sonic boom per-
formance, Utsumi and Obayashi in [204] highlighted that, according to linearized flow
theory, the equivalent area distribution of the biplane due to the volume could be reduced
significantly or even canceled in fully three-dimensional nonlinear supersonic flows. It is,
on one hand, beneficial for sonic boom performance because the wing contributes just with
the lift; on the other hand, it allows increments in the cross-sectional area of the fuselage
without increasing the total equivalent area distribution, making room for passengers larger.
A concept for a Busemann supersonic biplane aircraft by Tohoku University is shown in
Figure 32a, while Figure 32b represents the design of a biplane twin body aircraft by JAXA
and Nagaoka University. The latter design, in particular, has been analyzed in several
papers [195,205,206], resulting in a very promising candidate for the next generation of
supersonic airliners. In fact, according to their results, the biplane wing concept and the
twin-body fuselage concept have significant individual drag reduction effects. Approxi-
mately 150 cts drag reduction is achieved by the adoption of the biplane wing configuration,
and then, separately, about another 60–80 cts drag reduction is achieved by the adoption
of the twin body fuselage configuration. Moreover, sonic boom performance is also good
in terms of both overpressure and loudness, with the best configuration having a maxi-
mum pressure rise 38% lower than the conventional single-body/diamond-wedge wing
configuration. The sonic boom performance parameters become better with the adoption
of the biplane wing configurations, while the fuselage body configurations seem to have
less effect.
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(a)
(b)

Figure 32. Concept of supersonic biplane (a) (Source: [207]) and supersonic biplane twin-body aircraft
(b) (Source: [208]).

3.2.5. Supersonic Bi-Directional Flying Wing

A revolutionary concept, intended to break through the technical barriers of conven-
tional supersonic tube-wing configurations, is the Supersonic Bi-Directional Flying Wing
(SBiDir-FW). Designed by Professor Zha [209] from the University of Miami, the project was
picked up by NASA as part of its Innovative Advanced Concepts Selected For Continued
Study program. According to the first design stages, analyses and trade studies made by
Zha and his research group [210–212], the bi-directional flying wing has the potential to
revolutionize supersonic flight with virtually zero sonic boom and ultra-high aerodynamic
efficiency in both subsonic and supersonic flight phases. The novel planform, shown in
Figure 33, is symmetric about both the longitudinal and span axes. For supersonic flight,
the planform can have as low of an aspect ratio and as high of a sweep angle as desired to
minimize wave drag and sonic boom. For subsonic mode, the aircraft is expected to rotate
90 deg to achieve superior stable aerodynamic performance, with a low sweep angle and
high aspect ratio. In such a way, the conflict of the subsonic and supersonic aerodynamic
performance of the conventional fuselage-wing configuration is hence removed. The de-
sirable transition mode Mach number is high subsonic (about 0.8) to avoid the unsteady
force introduced by shock waves at supersonic speed. The engines are not rotated and
maintained always in alignment with the flight direction. The yaw moment to rotate the
airframe is generated by ailerons or flaps on the two sides of the flying wing. Therefore, a
dedicated power driven system to rotate is not required, avoiding the weight penalty and
system complications to the design. The time required for the transition between modes
can be controlled to be about 5 to 10 s: it appears to be short enough so that from an inertia
point of view, neither the momentum nor lift should be affected.

Figure 33. SBiDir-FW Planform flying in subsonic (left) and supersonic (right) mode (Source: [211]).

Concerning aerodynamic performance and sonic boom, the preliminary CFD simula-
tion [210] for a SBiDir-FW business jet (BJ) at Mach numbers of 1.6 and 2.0 indicates that
the configuration generates no N-wave sonic boom on the ground at a high lift-to-pressure
drag ratio L/D of 16. The platform adopts a sharp nose and an isentropic compression
pressure surface, which minimize the shock wave propagating downward and the resulting
sonic boom. The maximum overpressure at the ground is found to be 0.3 psf at the design
angle of attack (0 deg) and 0.9 psf for an angle of 1 deg, which is the required cruising angle
of attack to provide the optimal L/D. Further analyses and trade studies are presented
in [212]. It is discovered that the airfoil meanline angle distributions are critical to mitigate
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far-field sonic boom, whereas the sweep angle determining the aspect ratio has a strong
effect on aerodynamic efficiency. In particular, by using nonlinear and non-monotonic
meanline angle distribution, the sonic boom ground loudness can be reduced by over
20 dBPL, achieving less than 70 dBPL. The numerical results obtained so far demonstrate
that the SbiDir-FW could be a very promising concept for supersonic flight.

3.3. Noise Reduction Systems and Technologies

Ways of reducing or even eliminating sonic booms has been an area of interest both
in industrial and academic domains since the 1960s. The first and most intuitive concept
of mitigating the boom is by shaping the aircraft. Shaped sonic boom signatures can
achieve a reduction in loudness of 15–20 dB or higher with no added energy beyond that
to sustain flight. Details of sonic boom minimization theory and techniques are given in
Section 2.3. However, shaping the aircraft for low-boom purposes could lead to increased
manufacturing costs. In addition, the curved shaped body strongly perturbs the airstream
flowing around the aircraft, affecting not only the aerodynamic characteristics but also the
weight and useful volume. An acceptable compromise is difficult to find, especially in
the case of large aircraft [213]. Recently, some innovative and exotic concepts have been
proposed to reduce the sonic boom and wave drag of supersonic aircraft.

3.3.1. Nose Spike

One of the most promising sonic boom reduction systems is the Gulfstream Aerospace
patented [214] Quiet Spike concept. The Quiet Spike is an extendable nose spike developed
to alter the shock wave field ahead of the aircraft. It works by breaking up the single large
nose shock into a stair-stepped series of discrete small shocks [215] (Figure 34b). The series
of weak shocks generated by each of the telescoping sections will not coalesce into an
N-wave but propagate to the ground in parallel fashion. The system is supposed to be
retracted in low-speed flight phases and fully extended at supersonic speed. A supersonic
jet equipped with the nose spike is shown in Figure 34a in a fully extended configuration.
Numerical simulations and several wind tunnel tests [216,217] have been performed to
assess Quiet Spike performance and feasibility. Gulfstream and NASA cooperated in the
flight trails which aimed to test the effect of the Quiet Spike in sonic boom mitigation. The
Quiet Spike was adapted to an F-15B flight research aircraft, and a total of 32 research flights
were conducted [218–220]. The Quiet Spike has been shown to be capable of achieving
a 0.2 psf initial shock reduction and an increase of 25% in rise time [216]. It has proven
its capability of playing a significant role in achieving the desired area distribution for a
low-boom aeroplane. The main drawbacks associated with this system are related to the
complexity of the telescopic design: it requires, in fact, a very sophisticated and reliable
mechanism able to be extended and retracted in flight. In addition, it consists in a weight
and power penalty, higher manufacturing costs and failure risks. Hence, the challenges
associated with designing the Quiet Spike include minimizing weight and maximizing
stiffness as well as providing adequate aeroelastic stability [215].

(a)

(b)
Figure 34. Quiet Supersonic Jet High Speed Configuration with Quiet Spike (a) (Source: [154]) and
CFD analysis of Quiet Spike structure (b) (Source: [221]).
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3.3.2. Shock Wave Dispersion

Shock wave dispersion is another concept developed to help in achieving acceptable
sonic boom. This technology aims to disperse shock waves over a larger area to have lower
pressure levels at the ground than in the clean case. The dispersion is achieved by means of
low amplitude vibration of aircraft nose, wing and tail leading edges obtained mechanically
or electrically. In this way, the stationary characteristic of the shock wave effect is canceled
and substituted with a transient state, reducing the effect of sonic booms on the ground
surface. In [222], the author proposed this method for the first time: the dispersion of
the shock waves is produced through periodical small variations of the semi-angle α of
the aircraft surfaces that lead to a much larger variation of the shock wave angle β. The
working principle is shown in Figure 35.

Figure 35. Dispersion of shock waves by membrane vibration (Source: [213]).

The system could be realized in different ways. One possibility is to vibrate the surface
by means of a membrane actuated by pulses propagated in a hydraulic liquid. When
pressure pulses of a certain frequency are injected in a liquid through perforations in wing
LE, the membrane begins to vibrate with the same frequency. The pressure pulses can be
produced by sonic equipment. The results obtained in [213] show that through dispersion,
especially for Mach numbers between 1 and 1.8, the footprint is enlarged about 23 times.
Furthermore, even larger dispersion distances can be obtained if the semi-angle α is taken
equally to the limit angle αlim for detaching the oblique shock wave. It is highlighted that
the effective period of membrane oscillation should be smaller then the average duration of
a natural N-wave. Another possible means of dispersing shock waves could be to substitute
the membrane by an elastic fairing made of thin carbon fiber composite or by high-voltage
electrodes, the so-called plasma actuators that affect the airflow through air ionization.
Plasma actuators are also researched for noise reduction in fan ducts. The latter solution,
however, seems to be unfeasible for large-scale applications, as in the case of a real aircraft.
Another new possibility proposed in [213] is dispersing through the injection of electrons
in the surrounding airflow by means of sharp electrodes (Figure 36).

The cathodes are sharp Wolfram needles placed along a rod, which is fixed in the tip
of aircraft nose and along the wing LE. The anodes are thin copper sheets, which are fixed
by the aircraft nose and pressure/suction sides of wing. A high-potential electrical source
(thousands of volts) is connected to the cathodes and anodes: when it is connected, a high
number of electrons are released through the sharp tips of the cathodes. Because inside the
shock wave, due to the very small space, the density of electrons and temporary negative
molecules is high as a result of electrostatic repelling forces, the shock wave thickness
increases, and its impact at ground level is mitigated. After passing through the shock
wave, the airstream is neutralized by the anodes placed on the aircraft nose and wing,
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which collect the electrons present in the air stream. According to the author [213], shock
wave dispersion represents a concrete alternative for shaping technology that has, as a main
disadvantage, the high deviation of air stream around the aircraft, requiring an increase in
propulsion power as a result. Furthermore, it should also be investigated much more to
assess its feasibility for real applications.

Figure 36. Solution proposed for dispersing of shock wave through the injection of electrons in
surrounding airflow by sharp electrodes (Source: [213]).

3.3.3. Jet Stream

A patent released in 1973 [223] presents a means of weakening the wing shock wave
by creating a strong interaction between the shock wave and a high speed jet stream, called
the anti-boom jet, generated toward it. The jet stream produced is of approximately equal
pressure but a higher Mach number than the ambient supersonic flow and is directed
toward the wing shock wave below the wing leading edge (Figure 37a). The high-speed jet
stream intercepts the wing shock wave and produces an intense interaction (Figure 37b).
The interaction creates a pressure profile on the underside of the wing which maintains
and, under proper conditions, may improve the lift. The shock wave that emerges from the
high speed jet stream is a refracted continuation of the leading wing shock, and is weaker
than the wing shock without interaction. This weakened wing shock will propagate into
the ambient atmosphere at a lesser velocity so that the boom signature at the ground level
will be altered since the wing shock wave, which normally reinforces the leading nose
shock wave, will now be shifted aft-ward and separated from the leading nose shock. The
slightly weakened and shifted wing shock will rise from a lower pressure level in the boom
signature and reach a maximum overpressure at a level lower than that resulting when the
wing shock and nose shock are superposed. The maximum underpressure in the rear half
of the boom signature can likewise be reduced, and the boom signature will be stretched
out downstream. Since a major portion of the fluid flux in the anti-boom jet can be air
economically captured from the ambient atmosphere, the main thrust-producing engines of
the aircraft with power capacity available may contain all the elements required to produce
the jet and can be conveniently used for the purpose if properly located. Also, the engines
exhaust may be used with the anti-boom jet in weakening the wing shock wave.

(a)
(b)

Figure 37. Interaction of a wing leading edge shock wave with a contact discontinuity produced by a
stream of higher Mach number than the airstream (Source: [223]).
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3.3.4. Flow Suction and Injection

Another system for sonic boom reduction was presented in 2021 by Ye et al. [224]. It
consists of equipping the wing leading edge with a suction slot and the trailing edge with
an injection slot as shown in Figure 38. Analyses have been carried out on both diamond
and NACA0008 airfoils to assess the capability of the device. Moreover, the effects of the
suction and injection location, the suction and injection slot size, the mass flow rate and the
attack angle on the ground boom signature and drag coefficient have been studied in detail.
The results showed that the suction–injection device has benefits in both sonic boom and
wave drag reduction, avoiding weight penalty and sacrifice of fuselage space. Furthermore,
the method has the advantages of simple operation and easy control, and is effective also
for off-design angles of attack. For energy saving, the suction and injection slots are opened
when the supersonic aircraft flies over the city, and they are closed when the aircraft flies
over the sea.

Figure 38. Baseline diamond and NACA0008 airfoils (top) and optimized diamond and NACA0008
airfoils with both suction and injection (bottom) (Source: [224]).

3.3.5. Energy and Heating Addition/Cooling

Miles et al. [225,226] proposed active sonic boom suppression through off-body dy-
namic and pulse energy addition. This approach could reduce the far-field signature
primarily by suppressing the far-field coalescence of the various shock waves originating
from the different parts of the vehicle. In these studies, the optimal location of a pulsed
shock based on less power consumption and the suppression of far-field shock waves
were investigated, as well as the effect of energy release to attenuate the sonic boom on
the ground. By apparently increasing the length of the airplane, an initial rise of 0.8 psf is
reduced to 0.2 psf with a peak rise of 0.6 psf. In [227], Potapkin and Moskvichev introduced
a numerical study about the possibility of reducing the sonic boom level by locally releasing
heat to a supersonic gas flow at a Mach number equal to 2 ahead of the body. Different
magnitudes of heat supply to the incoming flow were tested. The computational results
show that the local heat supply to the flow ahead of the body can reduce the sonic boom
level by more than 20%. The reduction in the sonic boom level is ensured by changing
the free-stream parameters ahead of the body and by preventing the coalescence of shock
waves from the heat supply zone and from the body in the far field. Methods of energy
supply to a supersonic flow by means of laser and microwave radiation, electron guns, and
electric arc discharge successfully applied for modeling flow control processes were also
investigated [228,229].

In [230], instead, the method of energy removal (cooling) for the purposes of drag and
boom reduction was examined. Surface cooling is shown to exert a significant effect on the
formation of the disturbed flow structure up to large distances from the body by an example
of a supersonic flow around a body of revolution. The capability of controlling the wave
structures formation process, such as hanging shocks formed in the immediate vicinity
of the surface, inducing them by means of surface cooling in the region of shock waves
nucleation, is demonstrated. Cryogenic forcing remains fairly efficient in the disturbed
flow up to large distances from the body, leading to a decrease in the sonic boom level of
up to 12 %. Comparisons of experimental data and numerical estimates show that the main
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mechanism of the cryogenic action on the flow structure is the reduction in the disturbances’
propagation velocity near the surface generating them.

3.3.6. Control Lift Devices

Sonic boom mitigation through the implementation of a strake leading edge flap is
described in the patent in [231]. The invention shown in Figure 39 is configured to function
as a subsonic leading edge, even at supersonic conditions. The strake can be controlled,
deflected up and down to control the sonic boom signature, to manage or reduce air
spillage, and also to improve drag. The strake leading edge flap can also be controlled to
reduce the lift ahead of spillage at an off-design condition while maintaining a low sonic
boom signature. According to the inventor, strake leading edge flap and conventional
leading edge devices, individually or in various combinations, can operate to shift the lift
distribution of the aircraft and to shape the active area distribution in such a way that sonic
boom amplitude reduction is obtained at the ground.

Figure 39. Bottom and side views of an embodiment of a leading edge strake flap (Source: [231]).

Another patent [232] introduced, instead, different ways of generating low boom lift
distributions by using both leading edge and trailing edge flaps. Examples are shown in
Figure 40. For low-speed flight (e.g., during take-off and landing), the high-boom mode is
selected. That is, the flight control system configures the lift control devices to optimize
aircraft performance (e.g., optimize L/D and CLmax). For supersonic flight overland,
instead, the low-boom mode is selected. That is, the flight control system configures the lift
control devices to distribute the lift smoothly over the length of the aircraft and simulate a
highly swept wing planform.

In the figure below (Figure 41), a summary of the systems described in this section
is provided with an emphasis on the advantages and drawbacks of each one. TRL is
also evaluated.

3.4. Critical Review

Three ways of reducing sonic boom levels are explained in this section. Starting from
flying the aircraft at the cut-off Mach number overland, the most promising projects and
design concepts for low-boom aircraft are revised. In the last subsection, instead, exotic
systems and technologies ideas worth exploring are also introduced.

According to the authors, among the unconventional configurations presented that
could be adopted as the baseline, it is worth mentioning the oblique wing configuration,
the supersonic biplane and the bi-directional flying wing.
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Figure 40. Various aerodynamic control devices that can be used to actively control lift distribution
(Source: [232]).

Figure 41. Sonic boom reduction systems and technologies summary table.
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The oblique wing by Jones would, first of all, offer great aerodynamic performance
with respect to a comparable symmetric configuration. In addition, since the equivalent
area distribution of the wing would be better spread out longitudinally, this configuration
would also mitigate sonic boom. According to some works, the overpressure level at
the ground could result in one third of a comparable symmetric configuration, due to
the cancellation of the aft-shock thanks to the favorable volume lift interference. Many
technical challenges are related to the oblique wing design, such as nonlinear aerodynamics,
unusual inertial couplings, aeroelastics and stability and control problems, and complex
propulsion integration.

The supersonic biplane proposed by Busemann is a configuration that could, in theory,
eliminate 80% of shock waves thanks to the interference between them and the expansion
waves (wave cancellation effect). Sonic booms could be eliminated by this effect, leading to
a boomless configuration. Research on the Busemann supersonic biplane concept carried
out at Tohoku University shows that the best overall results would be obtained by coupling
a supersonic biplane wing with a twin body configuration. In particular, sonic boom
performance would reach acceptable values of both overpressure and loudness, with the
best configuration having a maximum pressure rise 38% lower than the conventional
single-body/diamond-wedge wing configuration. However, the wave cancellation effect
would be not efficient at off-design conditions due to choked flow and hysteresis problems.

In the end, the supersonic bi-directional flying wing represents the revolutionary
concept intended to break the technical barriers of conventional supersonic designs. Ac-
cording to Professor Zha and his group at University of Miami, it could, in fact, virtually
fly with zero sonic booms and ultra-high aerodynamic efficiency in both supersonic and
subsonic conditions. The flying wing is expected to rotate 90 deg passing from supersonic
to subsonic mod, in order to achieve a lower sweep angle and high aspect ratio. The yaw
moment to rotate the airframe would be generated by the ailerons or the flaps mounted on
the two sides of the flying wing. This would avoid the need of a dedicated power driven
system along with its weight and complexity penalty. Preliminary CFD simulations on a
business jet version of this concept have shown no sonic booms generated for usual cruise
Mach numbers (1.6,2). Maximum overpressure at the ground has been estimated to be
0.3 psf at the design angle of attack, and 0.9 psf for a cruising angle of attack to provide
optimal L/D.

In this regard, one of the most promising concepts is the Gulfstream Aerospace
patented Quiet Spike. It is an extendable nose spike developed to alter the shock wave
field ahead of the aircraft. It works by breaking up the single large nose shock into a
stair-stepped series of discrete small shocks. The Quiet Spike was adapted to an F-15B flight
research aircraft and a total of 32 research flights were conducted that showed that it is
possible to achieve a 0.2 psf initial shock reduction and an increase of 25% in rise time. The
main drawbacks associated with this system are related to the complexity of the telescopic
design, the weight and power penalty, the higher manufacturing costs and the failure
risks. Another interesting concept for noise reduction is the shock wave dispersion. This
technology aims to disperse shock waves over a larger area to have lower pressure levels at
the ground. The dispersion is achieved by means of low-amplitude vibration of the aircraft
nose, wing and tail leading edges obtained mechanically or electrically. Tests showed that
through dispersion, especially for Mach numbers between 1 and 1.8, the footprint could be
enlarged about 23 times. According to [213], shock wave dispersion represents a concrete
alternative for shaping technology, having as a main disadvantage the high deviation of air
stream around the aircraft that would require an increase in propulsion power.

In the end, in 2021, another reduction concept was presented by Ye et al. [224]. The
idea consists of equipping the wing leading edge with a suction slot and the trailing edge
with an injection slot. The result of several numerical and wind tunnel tests carried out
on a diamond airfoil showed that the suction–injection device has benefits in both sonic
boom and wave drag reduction, avoiding the weight penalty and reduction in fuselage
space. Furthermore, it can be easily controlled by the flight control system, and switched on
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just when required (over-cities supersonic flight). Other than the ones cited here, there are
other promising noise reduction concepts worth mentioning, described in the respective
subsections of the section.

For what it concerns, instead, the exotic systems and devices being tested or already
patented, the most interesting ones seem to be the Quiet Spike nose, the shock wave
dispersion obtained by membrane vibration, and the control lift devices. The Quiet Spike
nose has been already largely tested in flight, showing good results, and for this reason
represents the most mature technology. Its implementation remains still quite challenging
due to the complexity of the telescopic structure that could raise also safety problems. The
shock waves dispersion obtained by means of a vibrating membrane seems also feasible
to be applied in the future on the leading edge of future supersonic wings. However,
additional power would required to vibrate the membrane at a specific frequency, and a
specific control system should be developed in order to activate the system and to run it
at the right frequency to be effective at certain flight conditions. In the end, since control
lift devices are already in plan on every aircraft, this solution could constitute the less
demanding one. Of course, the effectiveness of the system should be demonstrated in flight,
and flight control system should be tuned to recognize flight phases in which a high- or
low-boom mode is required.

4. Conclusions

In this review, state-of-the-art literature on sonic boom prediction methods and reduc-
tion solutions was scrutinized to identify the main future challenges and opportunities for
the design of the next generation of civil supersonic aircraft. Sonic boom fundamental the-
ory, with its assumptions and limitations, was described, along with modern methods for
sonic boom signature modeling and prediction. Near-field signature with accurate location
and strengths of shock waves can be predicted by using techniques of different levels of
fidelity, such as panel methods or computational fluid dynamics, in accordance with the
design phase. Propagation to the ground can be conducted by optionally taking or not
taking into account several atmospheric factors, such as molecular relaxation, turbulence,
pressure and temperature gradients, etc. Regarding instead the effective reduction in the
sonic boom levels produced by an aircraft in supersonic flight, flight operations, aircraft
shape optimization techniques and active/passing systems and technologies are described
as a solution. Ultimately, promising aircraft concepts and ongoing projects, as well as
unconventional configurations, are also worthy of attention since a total breakthrough
technology could result to be needed to fly supersonic overland without restrictions, paving
the way to a new era of civil supersonic flight.
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